Reminder –
Recitation sections begin today
– Include a 15 min quiz at the beginning of each section

Homework 1 due Wednesday

Recitation Locations
– ECE web site lists the wrong rooms
– The correct locations are listed in the PSU Schedule of classes

Miscellaneous

Last Time
– More figures
– More sources
– Basic laws
– Ideal sources
– Examples
– More examples

This Time
– Another example
– Ideal sources
– More figures
– Basic laws
– Examples
– More examples

Lecture Overview

Last Time
– More logistics
– Ideal Sources
– Begin basic laws
– Examples

This Time
– Another example
– Resistive circuits
– Resistive circuits

Recitation Locations
– ECE web site lists the wrong rooms
– The correct locations are listed in the PSU Schedule of classes

SEH is Stephen Epler Hall in 12th & Montgomery
– Tuesday/Thursday 15:00-16:00 and Friday 9:00-10:00
– Monday/Wednesday 15:15-16:05 and Friday 9:00-10:00
– NHG3

The correct locations are listed in the PSU Schedule of classes
– ECE web site lists the wrong rooms

Recitation Locations

Miscellaneous

Reminder –
IEEE tutoring schedule now posted on the class web site
– Include a 15 min quiz at the beginning of each section
– Recitation sections begin today

Homework 1 due Wednesday

Recitation Locations
– ECE web site lists the wrong rooms
– The correct locations are listed in the PSU Schedule of classes

SEH is Stephen Epler Hall in 12th & Montgomery
– Tuesday/Thursday 15:00-16:00 and Friday 9:00-10:00
– Monday/Wednesday 15:15-16:05 and Friday 9:00-10:00
– NHG3

The correct locations are listed in the PSU Schedule of classes
– ECE web site lists the wrong rooms

Recitation Locations